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Introduction:  The spectral features of interstellar 
ices yield both quantitative information on abundances 
and  insight  into  the  environments  in  which  the  ices 
form and evolve. A detailed study is in progress of the 
solid  CO2 infrared  vibrational  bending-mode absorp-
tion at  15  µm, using spectra  acquired  by the Spitzer 
Space  Telescope,  in  coordination  with  ground-based 
data for other major ice constituents, notably H2O and 
CO. Studies of CO2 are important to astrobiology for 
two primary reasons. First, the abundance of CO2 relat-
ive to other C-bearing species is an important diagnost-
ic of chemical evolution toward molecular complexity 
in the interstellar medium, because CO2 production (by 
oxidation of  CO) competes directly for  the available 
carbon with hydrogenation reactions that produce or-
ganic molecules such as H2CO, CH3OH and HCOOH. 
Second, the profile of the 15  µm feature provides in-
sight into physical conditions, as it is sensitive to the 
temperature, crystallinity and structure of the icy mat-
rix that contains the CO2. This paper presents a sum-
mary of recent and ongoing work. Results for cold, qui-
escent regions of molecular clouds are compared with 
those  for  the  environs  young  stellar  objects  (YSOs) 
where the ices are subject to thermal processing. The 
ternary plot is used as an analytical tool.

The Ternary  Plot:  Previous  observations  show 
H2O, CO and CO2 to be the most abundant constituents 
of ices in molecular clouds [1, 2]. The ternary plot is a 
useful analytical tool for studying a system with three 
primary  constituents,  allowing  a  graphic  two-dimen-
sional  representation  of  the  relative  contributions  of 
each to the total. Figure 1 presents the ternary plot for 
the H2O-CO-CO2 system in interstellar ices. A pure ice 
composed  entirely  of  one  of  these  molecules  would 
plot at the relevant vertex of the triangle (left, right or 
top  vertex  for  CO,  H2O  or  CO2,  respectively).  The 
scales  on  the  sides  of  the  triangle  denote  relative 
abundances. As H2O is by far the most abundant of the 
three, it is scaled by a factor of 0.2 so that a typical ice 
composition  falls  near  the  center  of  the  plot  (rather 
than near the H2O vertex). Each point represents a line 
of sight in which reliable data exist for all three con-
stituents, its position determined by the abundance of 
each relative to the sum. YSOs [3, 4] and field stars [2, 
5] are distinguished by plotting symbol. Some possible 
evolutionary trends are illustrated by the insets.

Fig. 1:  Ternary plot for the H2O-CO-CO2 system in 
interstellar  ices.  Triangles represent  background field 
stars from refs.  [2]  and [5]  (green:  Taurus; magenta: 
other clouds).  Squares represent YSOs (solid: ref. [3]; 
open:  ref.  [4];  red  and  black squares  indicate  YSOs 
with and without spectroscopic evidence for crystalliz-
ation of the ices, respectively). Inset I illustrates the ex-
pected  effect  CO  adsorption  and  desorption:  points 
between the dotted lines on the plot are consistent with 
this  trend.  Inset  II  illustrates  the  effect  of  different 
CO2:H2O ratios for a given concentration of CO. See 
text for further explanation.

Discussion:  Background field stars yield informa-
tion  on  the  ices  in  the  coldest  regions  of  molecular 
clouds,  unaffected by the presence  of  any embedded 
local source of energy. In Figure 1 (triangles) they fol-
low a distribution broadly consistent with variations in 
CO abundance. As CO is the most volatile of the three 
constituents,  the  field-star  distribution  may be  inter-
preted simply as a trend of condensation vs. sublima-
tion of the CO-rich component of the ices (trend to-
ward and away from the CO vertex of the plot, respect-
ively, as indicated by the dotted lines and inset I). Scat-
ter  within  this  trend  may  indicate  variations  in 
CO2:H2O ratio. 

The YSOs are divided into two groups according to 
whether their CO2 profiles show evidence for structure 
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characteristic of crystallization of the ices as the result 
of thermal processing [3,  6].  Comparison of the two 
YSO groups (filled and open squares) with each other 
and with the field stars in Figure 1 reveals both similar-
ities and differences. The distribution of YSOs lacking 
evidence for thermal processing (black squares) gener-
ally resembles that  of field stars,  i.e.,  it  is consistent 
with a trend dominated CO condensation/sublimation, 
but  with  a  tendency  for  greater  scatter  as  the  CO 
abundance becomes smaller. In contrast, the YSOs ex-
hibiting evidence for thermal processing (red squares) 
are segregated away from the CO vortex. This is as ex-
pected: it seems likely that the heating responsible for 
crystallization of the ice will result in simultaneous par-
tial sublimation of the volatile non-polar (CO-rich) ice 
component.

The vertical spread of points in Figure 1 suggests 
variations in CO2 concentration, which may arise in (at 
least) two different ways. It may reflect differences in 
CO2 production  rates  at  low temperature  within  the 
parent molecular cloud, or formation of CO2 by ener-
getic processes driven by the radiation fields or winds 
of YSOs. The former may affect the loci of both field 
stars and YSOs in the ternary plot, whereas the latter 
will  generally affect  only the YSOs.  Models  suggest 
that  the initial  composition of the ice in a molecular 
cloud depends on both physical conditions and evolu-
tionary state [7,  8].   Formation of CO2 is thought to 
proceed principally via grain surface reactions such as 
CO + O => CO2 and CO + OH => CO2 + H.  A cloud 
with relatively high gaseous CO abundance  (determ-
ined  by gas-phase  chemistry)  may thus tend to  form 
ices containing more CO2 (as well as CO) relative to 
H2O. Observed differences in CO2:H2O concentration 
in the Serpens and IC 5146 dark clouds compared with 
that in Taurus might be explained in this way [2]. It is 
well known that exposure of interstellar ice analogs to 
energetic  radiation  promotes  CO2 production  in  the 
laboratory (e.g.,  ref. [9]),  suggesting a photochemical 
route to further CO2 production following the onset of 
star formation. 

In order to eliminate the effects of cloud to cloud 
differences  in (e.g.)  age,  mass, density and composi-
tion, it is informative to compare lines of sight within 
individual clouds. To date, Taurus is the only one for 
which sufficient data are available to allow a meaning-
ful comparison. Results (Figure 2) indicate a signific-
ant vertical separation in the ternary plot between field 
stars and YSOs (irrespective of crystallinity),  a trend 
distinct from that associated with CO condensation and 
sublimation but consistent with production of addition-
al CO2 in the envelopes of the YSOs. 

Fig. 2:  Similar to Figure 1 but plotting data only for 
lines of sight toward the Taurus dark cloud (triangles: 
background field stars;  red and black squares:  YSOs 
with and without spectroscopic evidence for crystalliz-
ation of the ices, respectively).
 

Conclusion:  The ternary plot appears to be a valu-
able analytical tool for studying the evolution of inter-
stellar  ices.  Further  work,  and a larger  observational 
database that includes both field stars and YSOs in a 
greater number of clouds, will be needed to fully ex-
ploit its potential.
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